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Abstract. An inspection program has been developed in collaboration with ExxonMobil to detect High Temperature Hydrogen Attack (HTHA). The methodology has
been qualified in Notre Dame De Gravenchon site (France) for the inspection of C0,5Mo steel pressure vessel. The inspection for HTHA detection is traditionally
performed when equipment is out of service. These conditions don’t allow detecting
some damages before stop period of maintenance. Metalscan and Exxon-Mobil
worked to develop and to qualify an ultrasonic method to detect High Temperature
Hydrogen Attack on-service condition. The approach is based on backscattering
spectrum analysis provided by 0° probe for parent metal and by TOFD UT for weld
inspection at high temperature. To make inspection, even during on-service period,
some specific probes have been developed to work on oil refiner reactors operating
at 250°C. This presentation describes the approach and results obtained on several
qualification blocks. We also present the validation results obtained on 3 reactors.

Introduction
Since year 2000, Metalscan detects HTHA on hydrocrakers and other pressure vessels at
ambient temperature in several petrochemistry plants, using ultrasonic backscattering
method. This inspection method was initially developed in collaboration with Exxon-Mobil
Research & Engineering. The good results obtained and the great experience acquired led
Exxon-Mobil to continue to develop a program study in order to detect HTHA at high
temperature above 200°C. This program is very interesting because it will permit on-stream
inspection without waiting for maintenance period which often occur every 4 or 5 years.
In this paper, we present the results of the ultrasonic probes study and the results obtained
on several qualification blocks.
Theory and generality
1.1 HTHA Phenomenon
Under hydrogen action, combined with particular conditions of temperature and pressure,
steel undergoes a progressive damage following 3 mean steps.
Step 1: under high temperature, hydrogen reacts with carbides located in the parent metal
leading to decarburization and apparition of methane bubbles located at grain boundary (see
Illustration 1).
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Illustration 1: Step 1, decarburization and apparition of methane bubbles.

Step 2: These methane bubbles, with time, leads to microcracks which affect the
mechanical properties of parent metal (See Illustration 2).

Illustration 2: Step 2, microcracks.

Step 3: At the end of the process, the crack extension can lead to material breakage (see
Illustration 3).

Illustration 3: cracks and material breakage.

The illustration 4 is a micrographic view of a weld coming from a pressure vessel subject to
High Temperature Hydrogen Attack. It illustrates several steps of HTHA process. On the
left part, we observe the beginning of HTHA process with a concentration of methane
bubbles close to the Heat Affected Zone (HAZ). On the right part, we observe a crack
located in HAZ and a concentration of blistering effect in parent metal. At the bottom right,
we observe a crack located near the weld root.

Illustration 4: Weld micrographic view.

1.2 Metallurgical consideration
Between 200 and 250°C, steel undergoes a low annealing treatment. It won’t undergo deep
structural modification since the temperature is below 700°C. Nevertheless, carbides can
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precipitate and fill in dislocations with microcracks outline modifications. We can also
observe a mesh contraction at atomic scale.
Considering these information, we deducted that the physical phenomena observed to
ambient temperature were even valid to 220°C.
1.3 Detection method and analysis description
The HTHA detection is reliably realized since the second step of the process, when the first
microcracks appear, using ultrasonic backscattering signal analysis.
When the ultrasonic wavelength λ is lower than the size of the indications, we observe a
backscattering phenomenon. The indications behave like small sources of secondary waves
emitting an ultrasonic wave in the opposite direction of the incident wave (see
Illustration 5). The energy reemitted varies with the size of the scattering centres similar to
material heterogeneities. In this way, the scattering intensity fluctuations observed on the
ultrasonic signal permit to characterize the heterogeneity of the material both in amplitude
and in frequency.
The AUBT method (Advanced Ultrasonic Backscattering Technique) consists in detecting
and analysing the ultrasonic backscattered wave. This technique is used to characterize the
material structure evolution when material is damaged.
The detection of HTHA is realized by measuring the HTHA Index from the Power
Spectrum of the backscattering signal at the centre frequency of the wave generated and
comparing it to a non affected reference. The power spectrum permits to quantify the
backscattered energy of anomalies of the material. It is small at the beginning of the process
and increase when microcraks appear because the size of anomalies become bigger.
HTHA Index, equal to a structure variation is calculated using the following formulae:
PSM
HTHA _ Index = log(
)
PSR
With: PSM = Power Spectrum of material.
PSR = Power Spectrum of reference.

Illustration 5: Backscattering phenomenon.
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Practically, a monitoring gate capture the backscattering signal several tenth millimetre just
before the back wall echo on a depth of several millimetre in the material (see
Illustration 6). This signal is decomposed with Fast Fourier Transform. From this
decomposition, a filter is applied according to the bandwidth of the generated signal. The
filtering sequence permits to limit electronic noise and favour the spectrum corresponding
to the bandwidth of the probe.
From the filtered Signal in time reconstructed using Inverse Fast Fourier Transform, we
realize a time-frequency analysis with power spectrum time representation. Only, the power
spectrum peak closer of the probe centre frequency is taken into account. The final power
spectrum peak is a result of the average of peaks measurements coming from 5 points of
measurement on the material in a square of 5 cm side. The goal of this average is to
eliminate artefact measurements obtained on internal flaws such as laminar cracks or
inclusions that can exist.
The HTHA Index represents the structure variation compare to a clean reference and
depends of the centre frequency and the bandwidth of the probe.

Illustration 6: HTHA Index Measurement.

1.4 Probes and acquisition method of the signals
When the detection is realized on the base metal, we use a longitudinal 0° probe (see
Illustration 7).

Illustration 7: Parent metal acquisition.

When the detection is realized on the HAZ or base metal, we use an angular longitudinal
probe in Backward mode (see Illustration 8).
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Illustration 8: HAZ or Parent metal acquisition.

When the detection is realized on the weld, we use an angular longitudinal probe in TOFD
Forward mode (see Illustration 9).

Illustration 9: Weld acquisition.

Specific probes designed

To make detection of HTHA on stream at 250°C, Metalscan developed specific probes
resisting to high temperature during the measurement time. This time is inferior or equal to
30 seconds. Probes must have similar acoustic properties of the probes used in ambient
temperature. To avoid depolarization of the ceramic that occurs at temperature above the
Curie point (around 150°C). The utilization of delay line solved this problem. The choice of
the material constituting the delay was determining. The material used realizes a thermal
barrier and doesn't filter high frequency. It’s a machinable ceramic with good thermal
properties and clean no out gazing and zero porosity.
2.1 Thermal barrier
The Illustration 10 shows the material behaviour under high temperature. The graph
illustrates the surface temperature of a cube of 15 mm depth increasing in function of the
temperature of the opposite surface in contact with a heat source. The result is that for 30
seconds in contact of a heat source of 200°C, the opposite surface of the cube is only 55°C.
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Illustration 10 : Thermal barrier.

This material guaranties to protect the piezo effect of the specific high temperature probe.
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2.2 Material filtering effect at ambient temperature

PSR 10 H 13

METALSCAN

The Illustration 11 shows the Fourier Frequency Spectrum obtained on the backwall echo
of a cylinder of the material of 100 mm long. The result is similar to probes used in ambient
temperature. The centre frequency of 8 MHz is preserved and the bandwidth is lightly
lower.

Probe

Material

Illustration 11: Frequency spectrum through delay line.

This material guaranties to transmit the ultrasonic wave frequency of the specific high
temperature probe.
2.3 Industrialization
Considering the selection of the material for delay line, we produced specific probes for
high temperature integrating several devices. For inspection, we use an industrial portable
scanner with specific software (see Illustration 12).

Illustration 12: Probes designed.

The coupling product is supplied from a tank under pressure. The coupling is flowing
continuously and pours itself in the coupling chamber close to the contact surface of the
probe.
The illustration 12 shows also the probes realized: two 0° longitudinal probes, two angular
longitudinal probes in backward mode and two TOFD Forward probes. These probes have
been tested on several qualification blocks.
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Coupling

After several trials of high temperature grease, we observed that this type of coupling was
not suitable for high temperature because at 150°C it became liquid and burned at 200°C.
We lost ultrasonic transmission in steel at 165°C. So, we decided to look for a fluid
coupling layer as high temperature like oil. The coupling has got as good properties at
ambient temperature as at high temperature. The fire point is around 350°C. It’s possible to
use it safety on stream inspection.
We observed that oil is acting as low pass filter. We measured that the centre frequency
shifted from 8 MHz to 5 MHz. This frequency is the low limit to characterize the structure
of the material. Indeed, the more the frequency is low, the more the wavelength is high and
the less we favour the backscattering phenomenon.
Results on qualification blocks

3.1 Results on EXXON MOBIL samples
Exxon-Mobil provided to Metalscan 3 samples of a high pressure vessel affected by
HTHA. The average thickness of each is 20 mm. Those blocks are identified as OD
(Outside Diameter) with low attack, MW (Middle Wall) with middle attack and ID
(Internal Wall) with severe attack. These blocks are extracted from parent metal.
The Illustration 13 shows the results obtained on the 3 blocks. We measured HTHA Index
at 220°C with longitudinal 0° and angular longitudinal Backward probes. The graph
demonstrates that the classification of the samples is correct. The ID block Index is 0.94
that it is synonymous with a beginning of Hydrogen attack.
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Illustration 13: HTHA Index of Exxon-Mobil samples.

These tests validate the probes and the technique used for HTHA detection in parent metal
at 220°C.
3.2 Results on Nanticoke block
Exxon-Mobil provided to Metalscan a welded plate of 60 mm in order to evaluate the
TOFD Forward probes for high temperature inspection. This plate was coming from
Nanticoke refinery (Canada). The Illustration 14 demonstrates the ability of the on-stream
inspection of welds using the specific probes designed.
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On the top, TOFD Forward at ambient temperature acquired with standard probes shows 3
cracks close to the bottom of the plate. On the bottom, TOFD Forward at 220°C acquired
with specific high temperature probes shows 3 cracks at the same locations. The mean
difference results in the beam aperture that it is smaller and focused on the bottom for the
specific probe. The aperture is reduced because of the delay line utilization. It’s not
important because the acquisition of the signal is close to the bottom.

Illustration 14: TOFD Forward inspection on Nanticoke block.

These tests validate the angular longitudinal probes in TOFD Forward mode for on-stream
inspection of welds at 220°C.
Results on EJ5L Plate

In parallel, we tested HTHA detection on EJ5L Total plate of 1100 mm long at Notre de
Dame de Gravenchon (Port Jerome refinery). This plate is a part of a longitudinal weld of a
pressure vessel susceptible to be affected by HTHA in Heat Affected Zone (HAZ). We
proceeded to a first test at ambient temperature with standard probes then to a high
temperature test with specific probes. The result is showed in Illustration 15. The graph
compares the results obtained at ambient and high temperature with angular longitudinal in
Backward mode probes.
We observe that the two curves are quiet different concerning the level but similar
concerning the variation. The difference is coming from the fact that the standard probes
used at ambient temperature has got a centre frequency of 8 MHz and the specific probes
used at 220°C with the oil coupling has got a centre frequency of 5 MHz. Also, it’s not
possible to compare the Index value, because it varies with centre frequency and
bandwidth. In any case the plate as got a low level of HTHA Index. Our experience showed
that in case of severe attack, the Index greatly increases.
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Illustration 15: HTHA Index at ambient temperature and 200°C on EJ5L Plate.

These tests validate the angular longitudinal probes in Backward mode for on-stream
inspection of HAZ at 220°C.
Inspection of C-0,5Mo steel pressure vessel

On November 2005, Metalscan has inspected 3 reactors in Notre Dame de Gravenchon for
HTHA on-stream detection. The Illustration 16 shows the results of parent metal
inspection. The examination doesn’t show HTHA Index indicative of damage. The graphs
shows a light increasing of the Index located between shell ring V1 and V2. This peak is
corresponding to the maximum temperature point the reactor undergoes.

Illustration 16: HTHA Index on Notre Dame de Gravenchon Reactors.
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Illustration 17: Inspector in action.

The on-stream inspection has been validated with a second inspection at ambient
temperature. The results are similar. No HTHA has been detected.
Conclusion

The study for on stream inspection of HTHA at high temperature led us to realize specific
probes integrating special delay line for thermal barrier and a cooling system composed
with cool air pressurized and staggered–finger heat sink in aluminium directly connected to
the background of the piezo element. The probes can be use during 30 seconds on
component at 250°C to realize HTHA measurement in parent metal, HAZ and weld as well
as TOFD Forward inspection.
The results obtained on Exxon-Mobil blocks, Nanticoke plate and EJ5L TOTAL plate are
validated by ambient temperature and high temperature measurement. The difference
observed are minor and due to acoustical difference between standard probes used at
ambient temperature and specific probes with oil coupling uses for high temperature.
Metalscan can make on stream inspection of HTHA with an industrial portable scanner
with specific probes at 250° C.
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